CONSTRUCTION SAFETY

Construction safety is important and careers in construction safety rewarding.

Watch via YouTube

REACH FOR THE STARS: A SAFETY JOURNEY

Dave West, CSP, ASP shares the wide variety of industries that hold opportunities for those considering careers in the safety profession, the profession’s central dedication to the protection of their communities, and how his career has led him to advance safety with NASA.

Watch via YouTube

#CHOOSESAFETY VIDEO COMPETITION 2017 - 1ST PLACE

Miriah Cherry, a student at Indiana State University’s Qualified Academic Program (QAP), explains why it’s important to #ChooseSafety.

Watch via YouTube
MY CAREER JOURNEY

Dr. Colin Brown, CSP shares what it means to be a safety professional, his experience protecting others, and how to pursue a career in safety in this short video made for the youth of the Junior Achievement program.

Watch via YouTube

CHOOSE SAFETY

Safety is a rewarding career, and safety practitioners are in demand. Learn more about becoming certified as a safety practitioner at www.bcsp.org, and #ChooseSafety.

Watch via YouTube